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Growing up in the United States you probably
read the Nancy Drew and Hardy Boys mysteries, the
Bobbsey Twins books or the Cherry Ames nursing
series. But if you grew up in England or the
Commonwealth from 1914 onwards you might have
read a series of books that featured girls enjoying
English folk and morris dancing and that introduced
you — fictionally speaking, of course — to Cecil
Sharp, Maud Karpeles, Douglas Kennedy, Helen
Kennedy North, D.C. Daking and even CDSS’s own
May Gadd.
The forty volume “Abbey Girls” series was
written, along with fifty others, from 1914 to 1960 by
Elsie J. Oxenham (1884-1960). Starting with the first
book, The Girls of the Hamlet Club (1914), the Abbey
girls series incorporated a love of nature and beauty, a
veiled but ever-present religious outlook, youthful
characters and interests and a little romance along
with English folk dance. Though Oxenham never
mentioned the English Folk Dance Society or its
leaders and teachers by name, keeping firmly to
invented nicknames, several of her novels feature
vignettes of Cecil Sharp and his teachers of the early
revival movement. Oxenham’s comments are detailed
enough to provide insight as to the teaching methods
and objectives of the early years of the revival: the
choice of dances performed and the attitudes of the
performers towards the dance. The novels also provide
an accessible way for modern readers to experience
the excitement of the early years of the folk dance
revival, when dancing was seen as a panacea for the
ruin of the working man as well as a way to express a
unique sense of “English-ness”. Reading them, one
can feel the vision, the thrilling sense of purpose that
Cecil Sharp apparently inculcated in his devotees.
The Abbey Girls stories revolve around the
activities and romances of the past and present
members of the “Hamlet Club” of a girls’ day school in
Buckinghamshire. The teenaged girls, who first got
together to wander around each other’s villages, or
hamlets, later become enthusiastically involved with
folk (English country) and morris dancing. Each year
they elected a May Queen and invested her in an
elaborate and romantic ritual. The Queen’s election ,
her duties and responsibilities form the focus of
several of the plots and sub-plots. (The elaborate May
Queen ritual is too lengthy to describe here, but it has
been suggested that Oxenham derived her ideas from
a similar ritual instituted in 1881 by John Ruskin at
the Whitelands Teachers’ Training College in Chelsea,
a section of London, and held almost continuously

since then. This supposition is strengthened by the
fact that Oxenham’s friend and mentor, Helen
Kennedy North (“Madam”) had been a physical
education instructor at the college and presumably
would have discussed its activities with her eager and
romantic protégée.)
Thus, scattered in a greater or lesser degree
throughout the forty volume canon are folk dance
plots and themes. In some of the stories, the dancing
is hardly mentioned; perhaps the only reference is
that the characters will hold a dance in the big barn
and perform Haste to the Wedding to celebrate a
friend’s engagement. In others, folk dancing appears
as an oddly normal part of the conversation, as on the
occasion when young Jen is excited about the prospect
of a long stay at the Abbey and makes the off-hand
comment: “‘...would you mind if I danced a jig? I think
perhaps a morris, with some very high capers, might
work off my joy a little.’”1 In these instances, none of
the unfamiliar terms — morris, capers, jig — are
described or defined in any way: it’s just the peculiar
way that Jen talks. The youthful reader is expected to
learn by inference, not instruction.
While folk dancing is at least mentioned in all
her books, it forms a key plot element in a few stories
in the canon, notably The Girls of the Hamlet Club
(1914), The Abbey Girls Go Back To School (1922) and
The Abbey Girls In Town (1925). The latter two are
set, respectively, at Sharp’s Folk Dance Summer
School in Cheltenham and the Christmas school at
the Chelsea Polytechnic Institute in London. The
comments that Oxenham has her characters make
about the fictional “Prophet” (Cecil Sharp), “Madam”
or “She Who Must Be Obeyed” (Helen Kennedy
North), the “Pixie” (D. C. Daking) and “Little Robin”
(May Gadd) reveal more to us both of the excitement
of the Sharp years and of certain elements that we
might criticize today.
Sharp and his teachers were very firm about
there being only one right way to perform the dances
and that they alone knew it. As one historian notes,
Sharp ran “a virtual monopoly, and the form and type
of performance permissible under its auspices were
strictly regulated.”2 For example, a tenet that Sharp
held strongly, as good franchise owners do, was the
importance of learning from his trained teachers,
rather than from books. Oxenham faithfully records
this precept for us when her character Cecily, who
taught all the girls their dancing, discovers that she,
relying on books to guide her, has been teaching her
friends Bad Style. She comes in for some severe

criticism from Madam, but her eagerness to atone and
her courage to go back to tell her friends that she was
wrong win Madam’s respect and, eventually, her
friendship. It has been suggested that Cecily’s
experience was Oxenham’s own, since she taught
dancing to her Camp Fire girls from 1916 to 1922, and
it would appear from inference that she attended at
least one of the three summer schools held at
Cheltenham in 1920, 1921 or 1922.
Another characteristic of Sharp’s teaching
methods was related directly to his desire to get
English folk dancing on the curriculums of English
schools. To do this, he needed to standardize the
dances and to train teachers, through the means of
graded classes and the issuance of certificates. The
Vacation Schools were run not for hobbyists (as dance
camps are today) but for teachers in the primary and
secondary schools: these were classes, not social
events, and individuals were expected to tolerate
considerable personal criticism as they struggled to
bring themselves up to standard. For example, here is
Helen Kennedy North’s teaching style, as recorded by
the fictional Cecily:
“...I could understand people being
scared of her...This is Madam, at the
end of a dance when she’s really
worked up! ‘I won’t have it! You
dreadful people! Not one of you ever
listens to a word I say! I don’t know
how people can be so stupid! You
haven’t danced for me once yet all this
week! Go right back to the beginning
and do the whole dance over again;
and do think what you’re doing. You
simply don’t use your brains at all!
You have the most complicated sort of
minds! If there is a difficult or
awkward way to do a thing, you
invariably choose it! now try to show
me a dance, for once!’” 3
While Madam and the Pixie (D.C. Daking,
who taught morris, sword and single-sex country
dancing to the British troops in the First World War)
appear in several books as friends and almost
maternal advisors, Cecil Sharp makes only cameo
appearances as “The Director” or “The Prophet,” the
latter name particularly for his role in saving dances
and customs about to die, as Oxenham viewed it.
Generally she presents Sharp as a kindly old man
who urges students to rest and asks them to wear
afternoon frocks rather than gym tunics to the
afternoon classes. The note of worship is quite clear.
On the last evening, when the entire school of four
hundred dance Sellenger’s Round, “Joshua” (Douglas
Kennedy) arranges the concentric rings so that they
slip in different directions, “the loved Prophet
[standing] in the centre, smiling even more happily

than usual.”4
May Gadd, longtime director of CDSS, also
makes a cameo appearance in The Abbey Girls Go
Back To School, and is described by a character as
being like a little robin:
“Not in all ways, for robins quarrel
and are so snappy, and she’s as kind
as kind, and kinder. She never said a
cross thing to anybody; I loved her!
But in some ways she is. She’s little
and neat and round and plump and
jolly; dark hair, and awfully friendly
and full of fun, makes jokes and
laughs and a lovely dancer! The way
she runs in and claps in ‘Peascods’
beats the whole Hamlet crowd...”5
Elsie J. Oxenham was a product of the late
Victorian period, and her novels express many
turn-of-the-century conventions towards class, an
understanding
of
which
is
important
in
comprehending some of the issues of Sharp’s struggle
and eventual victory against his organizational rival
Mary Neal’s group of working class suffragists. This
sense of the superiority and corresponding duty of the
upper classes to the lower is difficult to describe
briefly, but as an example, some vocal and influential
individuals in pre-war England were concerned about
the perceived deadening of the urban working man’s
soul and the cheapening of his tastes through, among
other things, the importation of American jazz and
popular culture. Oxenham expresses this concern and
its suggested solution by maintaining that folk dance
could improve a working girl — that it could make her
less silly or flighty and could open her eyes to the
beauties that better educated and more sensitive
people perceived naturally. Thus, in the words that
Oxenham places in the mouth of an older girl (“Miss
Newcastle” or “Advanced Certificate”) we see her
sense of the importance of bringing beauty into
ordinary people’s lives:
“[I am only] a plain ordinary school
teacher. I look after dozens of small
children all day. But at night I teach
folk-dancing and songs and drill to all
kinds of girls—girls’ clubs, Y.W.C.A
girls, unemployed girls, a big gym
class on Mondays, and so on....I’m
keener on the big girls, and they
simply live for their classes. They’re in
offices and shops, or else they’re little
servant-girls from the country with
nowhere to go in the evenings, or
typists and cashiers; or girls still at
school. I try to give them with—no,
through!—their folk-dance work a
wider outlook and an uplift which they

seem to feel the need of, and a touch of
poetry and music and art...they
respond most tremendously and they
do improve. Those I’ve had for years
are
quite
different
from
the
new-comers.” [emphasis added] 6

are active Abbey Girls clubs and societies in many
parts of England, Canada and “Down Under”. To read
the series is to experience a romantic paean to
sisterhood, God, nature, the importance of living
surrounded by beauty, and the great personal joy that
dance and music can bring.

Oxenham’s novels were read eagerly by
thousands of British school girls (and some boys).
According to Douglas Kennedy, they were
instrumental in bringing dancers into the EFDS in
the 1920s and 1930s and even later. In addition to
their insight into a world of dance now vanished, they
are fun to read. Oxenham wrote well and movingly
about the pleasures of dancing, and many passages
still resonate for the dancer of today — the magic of
morris dancing at midnight in a ruined abbey (or
comparable romantic experience), the pleasure
provided by one’s good friends in the folk dance world.
Oxenham’s vision of harmony, beauty and duty
continues to appeal to many readers today, and there
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